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As information technology being used in all kinds of sales management activities, 
the broadcasting equipment company because of that it have a large number of stores 
and dealers, it has many selling equipment volumes, complex and varied goods and 
need sales management. If the company still uses the traditional sales management 
methods to do a large number of data information statistical work, it will require a lot 
of manpower to do repetitive work. And the traditional way of human information 
processing will lead to low efficiency, slow speed, and easy to get wrong. Therefore 
we use information management system in the company, not only can improve 
company's overall operations and work efficiency, can also will be treated as company 
a lot of things and sales personnel, documents into more meaningful work. 
Paper sets radio equipment company's business management and selling system 
function, and then it realizes the sales management information system based on the 
database building technology.The system covers the five basic functional modules, 
namely, infrastructure management, purchase management, sales management, 
inventory management and financial analysis. From the basic information 
management, daily sales business control, the company's financial analysis and 
management to determine the direction Angle, it solves the original management 
confusion, the information is not complete, data archiving of unreasonable and key 
files easily lost business and management issues. By surveying the investigation and 
overall the process of sales business, analyzing the business requirements, and then 
drawing flow chart of sales business. Then in view of the system using the user role 
analysis and classification of personnel function dividing. Then we need to implement 
that the system function is analyzed in detail and non-functional requirements analysis. 
Then we set five basic module functions, design test case, conduct system testing 
work. The system’s realizing can guarantee the stability of the system function normal 
runing. 
Through researching and developing, the system could deploy the 
implementation and strengthen the ability of data exchange between them through 
promoted the company sales management efficiency, reduce a lot of labor, and 
obviously improves the past information stored improperly and convenient access to 
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